Tim@ArcticEngineering.biz
(907) 378-8210
P.O. Box 72362 Fairbanks, AK 99707

Engineer’s Inspection Report
Re: 1351 Valley Dr. North Pole, AK
Inspected by: Timothy Henry, P.E. and Dave Mowery
Inspection date: January 25, 2019
Owner: Wells Fargo Bank
This report was prepared for you after our onsite inspection of the subject property and as part of
a pre-sale inspection. I encourage buyers to contact me to go over this report and its findings
prior to the purchase. Based on Borough records the home was constructed in 1974. No
additional reports by other, disclosures or documentation of construction was available for this
inspection. My conclusion is that this home is generally safe, sound and sanitary with exception
to the following listed items that are recommended for correction.
Recommended items for correction are as follows:
1. It is my understanding that the water main between the house and the Valley Water Co Inc
which is a privately owned water company has been disconnected and the road has been
repaved. Reconnecting the water main will require asphalt repairs and excavation for the
entire length between the house and the north side of the road. Have the water supply
replaced by a licensed mechanical contractor and reconnected to the house as to restore fully
operational water supply. Consider using HDPE water pipes.
2. Replace the missing showerhead. Restore full operation to all water fixtures throughout the
house. Carefully check and test for any leaks that may have occurred from freeze damage.
3. Clean the gutters of accumulated leaves and debris. Re-secure loose sections of the rain
gutters as to eliminate any low spots or sagged or broken sections. Replace the missing
section of gutter at the back of the garage. Ensure gutter downspouts are connected such that
the water discharges several feet away from the foundation.
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4. Replace the uppermost section of the boiler chimney and the heavy corroded and damaged
rain cap. This piece of chimney has a dent in the side and was found to be heavily corroded at
the upper section.
5. Have a licensed mechanical contractor restore full operation to the boiler and the heating
systems throughout the house. Ensure that the clogged heat exchanger is brushed and
cleaned. Make all corrections as needed for safe reliable continued use. The only freeze
damage observed on the heating system was at the boiler circulator pump but it should be
anticipated that there may be leaks that need to be fixed from residual water that did not
make it out of the system prior to the home freezing up.
6. Tightly fire block the penetrations in the drywall on the wall separating the garage from
living space. Use fire caulking or fire block expanding foam.
7. Replace the extension cord that is run across the ceiling for the garage overhead door opener
with permanent wiring.
8. In the attic space, trim out the tar paper and plywood sheathing around the boiler chimney
penetration as to achieve the required 2-inch clearance to combustibles.
9. Replace missing lightbulbs throughout the house and ensure that each fixture is fully
functional.
10. Have a licensed electrician make the following repairs:
a. Replace the 40 amp breaker for the hot water heater with a 30 amp breaker that is
appropriately sized for the wires used and the appliance.
b. In the electric panel, reinstall the loose and disconnected ground wires.
c. Ensure the main panel is grounded properly to sufficient grounding electrodes. The
water main is not a good ground as it is currently disconnected and future water pipes
may consist of nonmetallic material.
11. Make all corrections to the subfloor and or flange as necessary to secure the loose toilet snug
to the floor. Replacing the wax ring seal is required. We were not able to test the toilet
because of the home being winterized during inspection but based on the water staining on
the sewer pipe in the crawl space it appears like this has been leaking.
12. Extend the black iron gas piping from its source so that it passes through the wall behind
where the gas range will go. The flexible gas line connector should not be the piping that is
run through the wall.
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13. In the crawl space, restore the plastic vapor barrier where missing such that it is continuous
and sealed to the concrete footing. Ensure that each penetration is sealed at the interior
support posts. Recommend using acoustic sealant caulking to seal the plastic vapor barrier to
the concrete.
14. In the crawl space, patch and seal the hole that extends through the foundation along the
south side. It is unknown what used to pass through this but it is currently open to the
exterior. It needs to be weather sealed at the outside and insulated at the interior.

The following is general information and suggestions for future use.
a. It is important to maintain good drainage around the house especially during the spring
during snow melt. I recommend repairing the rain gutters to ensure that water doesn’t
accumulate adjacent to the foundation. In the spring when the snow is melting the finish
grade should also be checked and any improvements made as needed so that it slopes away
from the foundation.
b. The drainage at the front of the house is generally poor with the driveway sloped down
towards the garage. I do not see evidence of water infiltration into the crawlspace or into the
garage but if large amount of snow accumulation is not cleared in this area prior to spring
melt it could be problematic. During the time of any earthwork activities it is recommended
to improve the swale in front of the house as to slope and drain the finish grade away from
the foundation for at least the first 10 feet horizontal. A swale or very shallow ditch could be
formed across the yard and driveway as to help catch and divert water runoff especially in the
spring during snow melt.
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c. The lower portion of the front support posts are in rough condition but no wood rot was
observed. The amount of moisture damage on the bottom of these posts indicates potentially
pooled water at these locations due to the poor drainage at the front of the house. Consider
refinishing these to prevent decay.

d. It is difficult to determine shingle condition during the winter with snow cover. I did clear
some areas of snow on the roof and the shingles appear to be new and in good condition.
They are a fiberglass backed architectural type shingle that generally have a design life of
30+ years.

e. All appropriate smoke and carbon monoxide detectors were found throughout the house.
They were functional but if the house remains in a frozen condition then the batteries will
likely become depleted. Recommend replacing all batteries with new once the house is
occupied again.
f. Consider exhausting the vent hood located above the gas range to the outside. This can be
controversial as the City of Fairbanks building code requires gas ranges to be vented outside
but this is not required by International Residential Building code. This home is located
outside of the city and is not regulated by a code jurisdiction. The gas range currently has a
recirculating vent hood.
g. The electric heat in the crawl space and on the west side of the garage was not functional.
The house likely used to have all electric heat and was converted over to a boiler with
hydronic heat. The inoperable electric baseboards could be repaired and used as a backup
heat source.
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h. The roof framing consists of site built trusses with plywood gussets at each joined. The
gussets appear to have been reinforced with glue at those connections. No signs of stress or
movement was observed. Attic insulation was measured around 12 inches and consists of
fiberglass bats with additional blown in fiberglass on top. This amount of insulation is
considered sufficient for energy efficiency. Although the roof framing may be considered to
have “stood the test of time” the framing consists of smaller members than what is required
for the full Fairbanks design snow load. Recommend maintaining snow accumulation to
approximately less than 3 feet.

i. The foundation consists of concrete block with spray foam applied to the interior side in the
crawl space. The floor framing is quite robust with 1-1/8” plywood subfloor and 4x8 beams
being used rather than floor joists. The floor structure is quite heavy and more robust than
what would be typical.

j. There are lots of small hairline cracks in the drywall throughout the house due to the freezing
conditions. The thermal contraction from the extreme cold causes these cracks and they can
be difficult to keep them from returning. Recommend Mudding and taping the cracked
sections or using a flexible patch compound prior to repainting.
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This inspection was limited to the portions of the building that were evident and readily
accessible during the inspection. The comments within are based on that which was observed
during the time of inspection. This report may not address every concern that you or another
Engineer deem applicable. It does not address potential environmental hazards such as leaked
fuel or potentially environmentally hazardous building materials. I encourage buyers to utilize
the professional assessments of trade specialists such as service technicians or environmental
testing specialists as needed to further evaluate any additional aspects of this property within
their discovery period if so desired. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or
concerns.
Sincerely,

Timothy Henry, P.E.

January 25, 2019
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